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Introduction
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In the beginning there was offal. Offal – organ or variety meat, entrails or viscera,
innards and extremities – has been eaten since man first hunted down prey. It can be
brazenly meaty or subtle and refined. Consumed all over the world, it exists both as
staple food and sought-after delicacy. Even before we had fire to cook with, inner
organs were easier to consume, cut straight from the newly killed animal, more
palatable raw than muscle meat, yielding to the teeth and still warm with life. Lean,
wild animals store valuable fats within their inner organs. The extra surge of energy
these hidden parts provide fuelled the hunter, wholly reliant for survival on personal
strength and stamina.
Aboriginal food cultures that have survived to this day provide some
understanding of what and how early man ate, and provide evidence to support the
idea that offal would have been a valued food that was eaten raw, held over an open
fire or baked in mud in the embers. The advent of fire meant it was possible to
combine the qualities of taste and texture of different cuts of meat, muscle and offal.
Gradually, with the use of pelt receptacles and, later, clay pots, it became possible to
boil and stew meat, infusing it with seasoning, herbs and spices. Arable farming
brought a greater range of cereals and vegetables to the pot. Raising livestock meant
that dairy products could be used and meat could be bred. Domestic animals could be
relatively sedentary, kept safe from predators, allowing their internal organs to grow
large, fed with grain and cultivated grasses, depending on the culinary purpose they
were to serve.
From tomb paintings we can gain some insight into what offal was eaten in
ancient Egypt and how it was prepared. Food left for the mummified dead includes
heart, which was believed to be a source of strength for the departed, and evidence of
cooked kidneys has also been found.1 The fact that liver is the most accepted form of
offal today owes much to ancient Egyptians noticing that geese would feed themselves
up before their long migrations. Those caught and eaten during such periods were
found to have abnormally large livers, and so the practice of cramming birds was
born.2 Painted geese, ducks and cranes process around the walls of the tomb of Ti, a
high-ranking official from the end of the Egyptian Fifth Dynasty (2498–2345 BC), now
housed in the Louvre. The reliefs were taken from a chamber showing other types of
food preparation, and significantly scribes are shown recording the servants’ methods,
perhaps confirming the existence of early recipes. Small sausages of dough are being
hand-rolled and arranged ceremonially in gilded vessels. The birds’ necks are then
massaged to encourage them to swallow the food. Liquid, probably oil, is poured into
their bills to help them swallow. The birds seem to be queueing up, stretching their
wings in apparent anticipation. Offal husbandry is shown to be an elaborate skill, and
liver a food fit for an important landowner, worthy as sustenance for the afterlife.
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Sheep offal stewed in a huge casserole with lots of onions, a few herbs, olive oil and white wine and served
with yogurt. In Greece and the rest of the Middle East more spices tend to be used than in this Cypriot dish.

Maydum geese, Egypt, c. 2620 BC, from the tomb of Nefermaat and Itet. Further paintings show the geese
being force-fed pellets of bread, dates and oil to enrich and enlarge their livers.

There is written evidence of offal consumption from the times of classical
antiquity. Accounts from the chronicler Athenaeus (fl. c. AD 300) and the physician
Galen (c. AD 129–199) bring to life the beginnings of fine eating, with offal at its
decadent centre. The Spartans’ severe warrior society relied on a rich pork broth,
infused with blood before battle.3 The pig was the most widely eaten and affordable
animal, with the breasts and uteri of young sows considered a particular delicacy.
Hippocrates (c. 460 BC–270 BC) and Galen both refer to ox liver and there is evidence of
a wide range of animal and fish innards and extremities being enjoyed, in the
comedies of Aristophanes, for example, and in banqueting-scene illustrations on
black- and red-figure vases.4 While the ancient Greeks may have tended towards a
frugal diet, and food preparation was so disregarded as to allow even women to cook,
the influence of the Persian diet, rich in fruit, nuts, spices and offal, meant that the
wealthy at least were open to more elaborate food. There is something about offal, in
its relation to our own bodies, that appeals to those seeking luxury and excess.
Fattened goose liver is referred to by the Greek poet Archestratus (mid-fourth 4th
century BC) as ‘the soul of the goose’.5 Birds that had been fattened were thought
suitable political gifts between Athens and Sparta. The Roman statesman Cato
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describes the Roman process of force-feeding geese and ducks with balls of moistened
cereal.6 The birds were sometimes fed with pounded figs to tenderize them, and
sometimes with honeyed wine, which was also given to sows to improve their livers.
Pliny the Elder recommends soaking livers, once extracted, in milk and honey, to
make them larger and sweeter.7 This early foie gras was often served hot, according to
the Roman poet Juvenal. The livers of red mullet, or surmullet, were also something of
a craze, valued for their delicate flavour.
Greeks and Romans prepared black pudding from ox blood. Apicius, a book of
Roman recipes from the late fourth or early fifth century BC, includes directions for
making a pudding in which the blood is thickened with chopped boiled egg yolks,
onions, leeks and pine kernels, though more everyday puddings would have used
cereal; it is stuffed into intestines rather than stomach lining.8 Botulus, a type of blood
sausage, was sold on the streets of Rome. Boiled tripe was another typical dish. In the
Iliad Andromache’s laments for her son’s future after the death of Hector are voiced in
terms of the offal he will no longer be offered to eat: ‘Once he fed on marrow only and
the fat of lamb.’ This ‘fat of lamb’ refers to the fat-tailed sheep, which stores fat
reserves in its rump or tail and is mentioned in Leviticus (3:1–11) as an offering.
Nowadays around 25 per cent of all sheep are fat-tailed breeds, which are found
mostly in arid regions of southeast Europe, North Africa and Asia.

In ancient Rome goose liver pâté was highly valued. This French pâté de foie gras is enriched with truffles and
cranberries.

Lungs were eaten but kidneys were less popular. Brains were a delicacy, Aristotle
referring to them as widely eaten and Galen recommending them for health,9 but they
could be contentious. Pythagoras and his followers avoided brain and heart because of
a belief that the souls of the dead could migrate to other creatures, and that these were
parts of particular significance to the individual.10 However, the modest appetites of
the Pythagorians contrast with the more affluent reaches of ancient Greek society, and
even more so with the excesses of Roman gastronomy.
Offal can be a monitor of class distinction. Larks, thrushes, nightingales and
flamingos were hunted for Roman emperors for their tongues alone, an example of
sumptuous consumption. Seneca remonstrates against the ‘monstrous sybaritic
excesses of those who select only certain portions of an animal out of disgust for the
rest’.11 But this distaste betrays the strength of the Roman appetite for such foodstuffs.
Apicius mentions smoked pig’s liver sausages wrapped in caul and bay leaves, and
brain forcemeat formed into little dumplings with lovage, oregano, pepper and eggs,
bound together with stock. Fish sauce, or garum, was made from mackerel intestines
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fermented over several months, and is similar to the nam pla fish sauce of Southeast
Asia. Garum was used so widely that it tended to mask more subtle tastes, part of a
wider vogue for concealing the true identity of what was being served. This might in
turn be seen as a forerunner of much twentieth-century offal cuisine, in which
elaborate sauces were intended to predominate and conceal what lay beneath as if
protecting the sensibilities of the diner.
Stories purporting to describe the behaviour of Emperor Elagabalus, a figure of
voluptuous extravagance, portray offal as a symbol of his intemperate appetites. An
admirer of Apicius, he is said to have eaten ‘camel heels, cockscombs, the tongues of
peacocks and nightingales, the brains of flamingos and thrushes . . . and the heads of
parrots and pheasants, and the beards of mullets.’12 The tongues may have been in part
to protect him from plague, but the cockscombs both have rarity-appeal and add the
frisson to be gained from slicing the combs from live birds at table. Elagabalus dallied
with status by lavishing precious goose liver on his dogs, and for 30 days he is said to
have treated his servants to the elevated dish of pregnant sow’s udder, a dish usually
kept for high priests and emperors alone. He loved to throw unusual banquets, with
slaves and palace servants enjoying prodigious amounts of the viscera of mullet,
flamingos and thrushes, the heads of parrots and pheasants, and peacock brains.

Jan Baptist Weenix, Pig’s Carcase, 1647–61, oil on canvas.

The lower ranks of society not so indulged might have eaten tripe,13 blood or the
heads of sheep – which Juvenal calls, with a touch of bathos, ‘a feast fit for a cobbler’
– but their recipes go unrecorded. Mireille Corbier imagines the aspirations of a slave
of the lowest order, who longed to taste again the sow’s womb he once ate in a
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tavern.14
In the ancient world offal was widely eaten, and it could be something to aspire
to, a dish suggesting luxury. During the Renaissance there was a revival of interest in
extravagant offal dishes, and the recipes of the great eighteenth- and nineteenthcentury French chefs used offal in fantastical cuisine. Not until the recent revival for
nose to tail eating in the West has offal been so highly regarded.
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1
Definitions and Ideas

What might the term ‘offal’ include? The Chambers Dictionary’s definition sounds a
little less than enthusiastic: ‘waste or rejected parts esp. of a carcass: an edible part cut
off in dressing a carcass, esp. entrails, heart, liver, kidney, tongue etc.: anything
worthless or unfit for use.’1 Other edible innards not specified here include connective
tissue, bone marrow, lungs, spleen, sweetbreads, testicles, udders, tripe, heads and the
features thereof (brains, eyes, cheeks, snout or muzzle and ears), skin, tails, trotters,
lard and blood. Offal is sometimes thought of as inner organs and viscera alone, but I
include all edible exterior parts. In markets across the globe offal is openly displayed
alongside livestock and carcasses. However, the colourful posters displayed in some
Western butchers’ shops, showing the division of available cuts, rarely include offal,
suggesting there is sometimes a need for diplomacy – even secrecy – about eating such
body parts.
The terms we use can be gently euphemistic, as in melt or milt for spleen; lights
for lungs; brawn or headcheese for brains; crackling for crisp skin; and prairie oysters,
mountain tendergroins, cowboy caviar, rocky mountains, fries and swinging beef for
testicles. Bath chap refers to pig cheek and lower and sometimes upper jaw;
chitterlings or chitlings are intestines; haslet is a loaf of pig offal; chine is backbone;
faggots are offal balls; and Gaelic drisheen is a pudding of sheep intestine stuffed with
blood and cereal.2 Sometimes one body part is presented as another, as when testicles
are termed sweetbreads (the correct term for pancreas or thymus gland) or kidneys in
the case of cockerel’s testes, rognons blanc in French.3 Sometimes the nomenclature
for offal is disturbingly graphic or biological, as with udder, penis, birth canal and
bladder. All sound like they come from some familiar doggerel, replete with medical,
pornographic and Carry On film-style suggestiveness. Offal can seem both childishly
smutty and too grown-up. Even the terminology used by the butchery trade can
obfuscate, as when penis is termed pizzle.
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Most probably used to advertise available cuts, this wooden model of a butcher’s shop, c. 1850, is now a
reminder of how meat was once commonly sold.

Paul Sandby, Any Tripe or Neats or Calves Feet..., part of a series of etchings, Twelve London Cries Done from
Life, 1760. Ragged and careworn, the vendor wheels his barrow of calves’ feet and other parts, calling out for
business.
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These lists are not exhaustive, but demonstrate the size and range of the subject.
The ingredient parts form a complex chain in the anatomy of beasts and inevitably
recall our own physical, meaty make-up. It is possible, it is said, to eat all but the
feathers or fur, talons and teeth. All but the squeal of the pig.
Perhaps there is some inherent meaning in the word. itself. ‘Offal’ suggests what
falls off or away after the animal is slaughtered and what is left after the butcher has
taken his prime cuts: the inner parts of an animal, that stew of slippery organs, glands,
vessels, blood and tissue. Thus the term can suggest something that is less important,
being only a byproduct of the butcher’s art. Hieatt and Butler, in their medieval
cookbook, quote a recipe from Arundel where the verbal connotation is latent: ‘Take
garbage of capons, and of hennes, and of chekyns, and of dowes, and make hem clene’
(my italics). This suggests that offal is inferior to other meat and should be discarded
as of no value, even as something dirty and disease-ridden. Shakespeare refers to
rotting bodies as offal in Hamlet (II, 2): ‘I should have fatted all the region kites/With
this slave’s offal.’
The word ‘offal’ is etymologically linked with afval in Dutch, the German Abfall
or Offall, avfall in Norwegian and Swedish, affald in Danish and abats in French. All
of these words imply rubbish or animal waste and do not necessarily refer to food.
The word is a gift to the comedian. A number of offal-related words, such as
giblets, sweetbreads and tripe, have become part of the comedian’s lexicon; our
laughter betrays our unease. In Yorkshire fat men are sometimes affectionately called
Giblets. The heavy metal bands Offal and Necrophagist draw on offal’s associated
vocabulary and imagery in their lyrics, with ‘Fermented Offal Discharge’ a hit for the
latter. Offal News, a political and economic blog, and TV Offal, a UK Channel 4 sketch
show of the late 1990s, borrow offal’s in herent sense of subversion to suggest satire. It
can also be a term of abuse. To be ‘de-offaled’ has become a metaphor for distress,
more graphic than ‘gutted’. The word ‘offal’ is also used for the leftover scraps in
glass-cutting and for fabric remnants too small to be of further use.
The sound of the word is rounded and soft on the palate, phonetically minor in
key. It could be said to make a seductive shape in the mouth: the open vowel; the
gentler sound of the ‘ff’; the pleasing closure of the ‘l’. Nonetheless, the accident that
‘offal’ can be homophonous with ‘awful’ contributes to some of the negative or comic
associations the word invites.
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Ruth Dupré, Butchery, 2010, sculpture. Heavy, glistening glass ox tongue forms fall from a butcher’s block.

The varied textures of tripe, from silky seersucker to mohair blanket.

Raw offal can seem more raw, more visceral than other meat, reminding us of a
time before cooking, when early man tore into bloody prey. It suggests the crazed or
defiant, like Diogenes and his alleged diet of raw flesh and creepy-crawlies. The
challenge of offal comes alive in a description of learning to cook in China. Fuchsia
Dunlop is determined to enjoy the ‘silken strands’ and ‘tender flesh’ of fish eyes, yet
cannot help but empathize with her father’s reluctance as he masticates ‘rubbery goose
intestine’.4
The extra-meatiness of offal is often part of the appeal. Next to the chewy, gristly,
bloodily robust offal, other meats can seem insipid. Some avoid offal because it seems
uglier than other cuts; conversely, some baulk at the idea of eating the inner parts of
cute animals that remind us all too easily of ourselves and our own fragile bodies.
From tongue and beak in Sichuan Province to gizzard stew on the streets of Rio
de Janeiro, from elegant Parisian bonnes bouches to spicy cartilage in the dust bowl of
Calcutta, nose to tail eating is widespread. Offal is a food which represents the most
elevated haute cuisine and yet also celebrates the ingenuity of the poverty-stricken. In
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France offal is still referred to as les parties nobles (‘the noble pieces’). Italians deem
offal la cucina povera, the food of the poor, its many age-old and more refined dishes
springing from necessity, as in Douglas Houston’s poem ‘With the Offal Eaters’:
‘putting each beast killed to its full use / Their wives chop offal finely twice a week.’5
Most of the world eats offal. The cuisines of the Middle and Far East and Africa
have always appreciated its qualities, while the great chefs of North America and
Europe may rejoice in new opportunities to raise awareness of the culinary potential of
these meats. The question remains whether ideas about ‘real’ food, advocated by
American chef Chris Cosentino and Pierre Orsi in France, represent anything more
than a fantasy – albeit an ambiguous and highly charged one – for the West. It may be
that these ideas fail to affect day-to-day food choices. Moreover, there is a marked
distinction between those who dress offal up in creamy sauces or combine it with nonoffal meats as if to mask its identity, disguising its natural form, texture and scent, and
those who prefer, like Fergus Henderson in his St John restaurant near Smithfield
Market in London, to lay offal bare: with, say, suckling pig’s brains served simply and
without camouflage.
The writer and philosopher Roger Scruton describes food as having ‘meaning, not
just nourishment’. Because offal takes many forms, and attitudes to it vary in different
cultures and within different income groups, its meanings are enmeshed. Its recipes,
tastes, smells and textures, history and cultural context all exist against a backdrop – in
the affluent West at least – of uncertainty over whether this is stuff we ought to eat. In
cultures that until recently enjoyed offal, the better-off classes are beginning to reduce
their consumption of it, while – conversely – many a gourmet or chef in the West
encourage us to return to offal. Attitudes to offal, and remembered impressions of it,
can be peculiarly complicated, but then so is offal itself. The rub here is between the
physical sensations of taste, smell and appearance via our lips, mouths, taste buds and
eyes, and our moral tastes or preferences. The food writer Tara Austen Weaver
struggles with the idea:
I think offal is far more intimidating than simply meat. Offal is foreboding, the nasty bits that many
people prefer to avoid. In some way it is the essence of the animal – intestines, kidney, heart.6

The ways in which offal-associated vocabulary is used and the metaphors that
surround it are illuminating. The fourteenth-century theory of bodily humours has
invaded our ways of expressing internal life, forging a connection between physical
organs and their hidden functions: one can be splenetic, choleric, liverish, phlegmatic
or even just sadly melancholic. I may be lily-livered if I am gutless, heartless when I
am not heartfelt. One suffers from heartburn or a chill on the kidneys. The edition of
Brewer’s Dictionary of Phrase and Fable of 1870 sourly informs us that veins or
kidneys ‘were even by the Jews supposed to be the seat of the affections’.
There exists a lexicon of words and phrases that appear to draw on our
associations with offal, and suggest in turn how we have come to think of it. You may
consider this to be a load of tripe, with not enough gristle, a bloody mess, brainless.
Even archaic expressions can affect current attitudes. Blister my kidneys! I must keep
my head, trust to my palate, be true to my heart’s core, whether or not we are of the
same kidney. Consider the extraneous offal parts and all their everyday comparative
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uses, which make eating their animal parities seem disturbingly intimate: keep your
nose/snout out of it, keep your eyeballs peeled, your tail between your legs, your skin
on, your ears flapping, heart’s blood, in the recesses of your visceral maw, yet hold
your tongue, for I never intended to seem tongue in cheek.
Given the backdrop of our relationship to offal and its associated vocabulary, any
desire to imagine our own insides as a neat arrangement of organs and tubes like a
child’s model or a biology diagram at school, or just the wish to avoid thinking of
ourselves as entrails encased in muscle and skin, is disrupted by our encounter with
this foodstuff. We have a very limited idea of what lies inside our bodies. Jonathan
Miller describes how what we think we know is often pastiche: ‘We reconstruct our
insides from pictures in advertisements for patent medicines, from half-remembered
school science, from pieces of offal on butcher’s slabs and all sorts of medical
folklore.’7 The resulting confusion may account in part for the curious impression that
offal can make. In Edinburgh, chocolatier Nadia Ellingham sells haggis-flavoured
chocolate: one suspects that it is popular not only for the blend of spices used, but also
because the idea of meaty innards and chocolate creates a sense of pleasing disjuncture
(though the chocolates contain no actual offal meat). The punning Glasgow Herald
headline is revealing: ‘Haggis Chocolate Does Not Taste Offal.’
Often people claim distaste for offal without having eaten it. Fermented fish offal,
for example, is sometimes criticized because it smells and tastes of cat urine, and yet it
is unlikely that many would ever have knowingly tasted the latter. For some the notion
of fish innards is unappealing. It seems to be something other than the taste or smell
that is off-putting. We tend to fear unexpected sensation. One might claim to like or
dislike puréed celery, yet this has none of the force of an aversion to offal, and it might
seem odd to feel contempt for someone who likes it or shame for liking it oneself. This
reluctance to eat offal in particular is sometimes betrayed by the sort of apologies
made by enthusiasts. Mary Douglas comments that ‘the palate is trained [and] that
taste and smell are subject to cultural control’.8 While there is a complex range of
reactions to foods we find difficult, there does seem to be a difference between
disliking animal as opposed to vegetable matter.
Umami (the word means ‘delicious taste’ in Japanese), the fifth quality of taste
besides bitter, salty, sour and sweet, is a complex savoury flavour that is significant in
offal as well as being found in green tea, truffles, tomatoes, asparagus and some
cheeses. Chinese cookery has long used a form of umami, or wei jing, otherwise
known as MSG or monosodium glutamate. It is found in soy sauce and fermented fish
sauce, and is a recognized flavour in Japan, Vietnam, Thailand and much of the Far
East. Containing proteins and amino acids, it is high in the glutamates we first taste in
mother’s milk, creating a pleasing sensation in the mouth and making food seem more
satisfying.
Offal also has other qualities that are familiar to us from other foods: saltiness,
fattiness or a rich mouth-coating creaminess, as in brain and sweetbreads, and a
metallic quality, as in blood or urine in kidneys. Such taste impressions may compete
with one another, so that we notice the slightly acrid taste of ox liver, set off by the
odour of its cooking, and find ourselves immune to – or perhaps drawn to – its savoury
allure. In recent years the tasty threesome of sugar, salt and fat in Western diet has
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tended to dominate our food, rather than more subtle spice flavours, and this blunting
of our facility to distinguish other tastes might be extended to the subtleties of offal
umami.
Sometimes a dislike of eating offal is put down to its lack of definable form, even
though the outer flesh of an animal, once eviscerated, is no more discrete. Spam,
despite its joke acronyms such as ‘spare parts animal meat’, is still widely consumed
by many who profess never to eat offal. The same might be said of some sausages and
other processed meat products. In yakitori bars throughout modern Japan you will find
skewers of distinctively flavoured chicken meat that are in fact parson’s nose, that
fleshy protuberance at the mouth of the anus that contains the fatty uropygial gland. If
a foreigner questions the restaurant, she may be assured they are no such thing, the
staff forearmed against a Westerner’s distaste.
Perhaps it is the relation between offal and its living functions, its relation to
blood, urine and faecal matter, that disturbs us. When we are short of breath our lungs
make a ragged sound, so Elizabeth David’s recollection of ‘the sound of air
gruesomely whistling through sheep’s lungs frying in oil’, or rattling through the
valves of tripe, may seem too human to provoke our appetites.9 Kidneys may disturb
because their main function is to filter impurities and drain waste into the bladder. I am
a thing, like all animals, whose mouth – with which I might speak, eat, kiss or sing
arias of great beauty – is, in due course, connected to an anus.
Offal mainly comes from within the animal, suggesting a parallel with what we
think of as our inner selves. My offal is my vitals, essential to life. My innermost being
is the intimate marrow of what it is to think and feel, and thus it is sometimes troubling
to think of eating entrails, guts, sexual parts or facial features.
Elaborate cleansing rites suggest that we may consider offal dirtier than other
meat. On the one hand, waste matter needs to be removed, and on the other this
requirement has become ritualized. Mrs Beeton goes to some lengths to stress the
importance of hot blanching and further soakings in several changes of water in the
preparation of various offal dishes. Weltering, or steeping, is intended to release
flavour and remove impurities; blanching may whiten the food, neutralize any bacteria
or enzymes present and delay the process of decay. Offal may also be soaked in milk,
as if to take on its essential nurturing quality. The water used to clean the offal may be
salted. In Japan this links to a traditional belief that elemental sea water is a purifying
force.
The American and British obsession with the bowels might account for anxieties
about eating animal guts. However, Jonathan Miller mentions that though the French
are obsessed with their livers, there is little evidence that this inhibits their appetite for
foie gras.10
We have become distanced from the processes of butchery and slaughterhouse in
the West since the gradual movement from rural to urban living in the nineteenth
century. Today meat is often packaged into neat portions that no longer remind us of
its origins. Offal cannot always be so easily disguised. A frilly piece of sheep’s tripe or
a pair of pig’s ears are all too redolent of their former role.
Cooks and gourmets promote offal in terms of its flavour and value for money. In
the same breath they speak of prime cuts as being first-class meats, implying that offal
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is not of this rank. Yet when Fergus Henderson describes deep-fried lamb’s brains as
‘like biting through crunch into a rich cloud’ he not only evokes the paradoxical
changes in texture from crisp to suddenly delicate and insubstantial, but appeals to
some transcendental quality of the taste experience.11

Brilliantly dyed pickled ox tail, Brixton Market, South London.
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